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УДК 539.171. М-24

Abstract

Gershtein S.S., Logunov A.A. Uechanism of Rising Total Cross Sections in Had-

ron-Hadron Collisions: IHEP Preprint 85-176. - Serpukhov, 1985. - p. II,

refs.: 8.

The interaction oH sea constituents with each other and valence quarks,

occurring in high-energy hadron collisions, is shown to explain the expe-

rimentally observed law for the rise of total cross sections, as well as

the energy value at which this rise starts and the difference in these ener-

gy values for »N, KH and NN(NN) reactions.

Герштейн С . С , Логунов А.А. Механизм роста полных сечений адрон-ааронных взаимо-
действий: Препринт ИФВЭ 85-176. - Серпухов, 1985. - Н е , библиогр. 8 назв.

Показано, что возникающее при столкновении адронов высокой энергии взаимодей-
ствие их морских составляющих друг с другом и с валентным* кварками объясняет
как наблюдаемый ив опыте закон роста полных сечений, так и характерные значения
энергия, начиная с которых этот рост становится заметным, а также различия в ука-
занных энергиях для реакций T N - , KN- И Ш(ЯК)-взанмодеяствия.

Институт физики высоких энергий, 1985



1. INTRODUCTION

By now, the rise of total cross sections of hadron-had-
ron interactions with energy has been traced in pp colli-
sions up to collider energies and agrees with the depen-
dence:

cr= const + r tn —s- (I)

However, the mechanism of this rise cannot be regarded as
elucidated. In particular, the following questions should
be answered:

1) Why did the deviation of total cross sections from
the Regge behavior and their subsequent absolute rise star-
ted to show themselves only at the Serpukhov accelerator
energy/1/\ i

n
 other words, why is the value of the characte-

ristic energy VIP ( S
o
~ 1 0

2
 GeV

2
) much larger than charac-

teristic hadron energies (of orger of 1 GeV
2
)?

2) Why was the deviation of total cross sections from
the Regge behaviour (equal according to/1' f

o r
 particles ,

and antiparticles), observed in KN interactions at energies
lower, than in ггЦ interactions (and at lower energies in
7ГИ interactions as compared with NN interactions)?

3) Why at S < S
o
~ 1 0

2
 GeV

2
 is the energy dependence of

total cross sections well described by the Regge pole mo-
del:

о = с + Cj/v^. (2)

4) Why the constant r
2
 is of order of 1/GeV ?

Since the hadron structure is characterized by distances
of order of 1/GeV, it might appear at the first glance quite
unclear why the quantity S

Q
~ 1 0

2
 GeV

2
 should appear in the

asymptotic law for the rise of total cross sections (1). In
the present paper we want to emphasize that the clarifica-
tion of this paradox could serve as a key to understand the
mechanism of the total cross sections rise and prove this
rise to be a natural and unavoidable consequence of the
fact that hadrons are composed from color constituents.
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2. WHY DOES THE RISE OF TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS
SHOW ITSELF BEGINNING WITH SERPUKHOV ACCELERATOR ENERGIES?

As mentioned in ref'2', the observed value of So corres-
ponds to the energy of colliding hadrons at which the col-
lision energy of their sea partons §eff efficiently reaches
characteristic hadronic values M^~ 1 GeV2. That can be easi-
ly concluded from the condition

>M2 , (3)

if one takes into account that for sea partons the Feynman
variables Xj, X£ are in the mean equal to Xj* Xg * 1/8-tl/lO.
Thus, the experimental value of So may be treated as an
indication of the fact that the rise of a cross section for
S >>SO is due to the additional contribution from sea cons-
tituents, whose collision energy begins to exceed the thres-
hold value of order of 1 GeV.

In ref.^2', the glueball mass was considered as a thres-
hold energy. This is certainly not mandatory. It is clear,
for instance, that scattering of two partons will contri-
bute additionally to inelastic cross section of hadrons if
the resulting partons are able to hadronize into hadron
jets. It is necessary that the energy of each of the scat-
tered partons should exceed at least the mass of several
pions, which is to say that the condition (3) must be satis-
fied for M o~ 1 GeV.

A rough estimate of the effective cross section of this
process may be obtained from the following reasonings. At
sufficiently high parton collision energies and large trans-
ferred momenta, the differential cross section of the pro-
cess is da/dt*^ eg/t while the total cross section, with
the transferred momentum more than some to, is determined
by the lower limit of integration to: A<7~ a|/| to| . On the
other hand, at small t values, comparable to the inverse
confinement length (for which perturbation theory does not
work) the differential cross section is cut off due to the
screening of color charges of colliding partons. The latter
is conditioned by the colorlessness of colliding hadrons.
Thus one can think that at high energies and when a

s
M 1,

the total cross section of the process is determined by the
size of the hadron: До —o

Q
~ g*)

For auch a conclusion an account for the 'coherence of processes in
a hadronic Jet (aee ref.^

3
^) ia easential.



So, for S » M
2
 the quantity So takes a constant ener-

gy-independent value o
ot
 while the number of partons obey-

ing condition (3) increases with the collision energy S.

It is this factor that will determine the rise of the had-

ron interaction total cross section with the collision

energy.

3. GLTJON-GLUON SCATTERING

To illustrate what has been said, consider the contri-

bution from the gluon-gluon interaction to the total cross

sections of NN(NN) and irN scatterings. Ignoring the near

threshold behavior of the quantity 8a it S"M§, one has:

= a /g
1
(x

1
)dx

1
 f g

2
(x

2
)dx

2

т r/x.

(4)

т = M§/S and gj(Xj) is the gluon structure function

e i-th hadron. TJsir

here ^

in the i-th hadron. """Using the simplest parametrization for

g^Cx^), one can readily observe the function °%& to be

extremely small in the range of S slightly exceeding M
2

and become noticeable only when S»M^. in this range the

quantity oSS is of the asymptotic form (1) with the con-

stant S
o
= M^N

n n
 where the factor N

n n
 is determined by

the indices n^, n
2
 in the gluon structure functions (see

Appendix). In particular, for NN(flN) and wN scatterings

(5
1
)

(5")in
2
 s/бш

2
.

Thus, gluon-gluon scattering results in the experimentally

observed law for the rise of total cross sections in had-

ron- hadron collisions. Furthermore, on qualitative and ex-

perimental grounds the quantities S
Q
, characterizing the

beginning of the rise of cross sections with energy, turn

out of order 10
2
 GeV

2
 (for M ^ l GeV

2
)*^. This results from

the "softness" of the gluon spectrum whose structure func-

tions con-tain, apart from 1/x, an additional cutting factor

(3-x)
n
. (The above circumstance was not taken into account

in refs.'
4
'

S
'). An important consequence of the model under

•) The allowance for th« threshold behavior of Л a at s^M
2
 lncreaSM the

value» of S in (6') (5") by a factor f(l<f <2). °



consideration is that in accordance with the experiment
the value of the constant (so)^ in nV scattering proves
lesser than of the corresponding constant (so)mf in NN-
scattering. This result comes naturally from the fact that
the gluon spectrum in the pion is "harder" than in the nu-
cleon, therefore, as opposed to NN collisions condition (3)
in T N collisions is fulfilled at lower energies.

4. INTERACTION OF SSA CONSTITUENTS WITH VALENCE QUARKS

To make the reasonings above more precise the following
should be taken into account:

(a) the interaction of remaining sea constituents bet-
ween themselves, which means that alongside with gluon-
gluon scattering one should consider the interaction of
gluons with sea quarks and of sea quarks with one another.

(b) the interaction of all sea constituents with valen-
ce quarks (see, eg, ref.'^').

Some qualitative consequences of this consideration can
be easily foreseen. First, an account for remaining sea
constituents must increase the coefficient r^ in the asump-
tot ic law (5) as compared to that resulting from the consi-
deration of the gluon-gluon interaction alone. Secondly, an
account for the interaction between sea constituents and
valence quarks leads to the decrease of characteristic
values for So. This is due to the fact that in the valence ;
quark-sea parton system condition (3) starts to be effect!- <
vely fulfilled at lower energies than in the system of two ]
sea partons, whereas at high energies the contribution to
the total scattering cross section coming from the interac- \
tion between valence quarks and sea partons is proportional
to lnS.

Technically, such a consideration can be performed by
changing in integral (4) the gluon structure functions for

l (6)
Here q ^ x ) , qA(x) are structure functions of quarks and
antiquarks, and the factor 4/9 allows for the difference
between the gluon and quark effective color charges (see,
eg, r&t.'^'). The use of the simplest parametrization of
the structure functions (see Appendix) yields the following
expressions (up to the constant) for the asymptotically ri-
sing part of the total cross sections:
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"

' sr 4,la0 £n
2s/32M2 (7")

"
 3

The comparison of expressions (7f), (7fl) with (51), (5")
may serve an illustration confirming validity of the qua-
litative reasoning stated at the beginning of this Section.
When the interaction between sea and valence constituents
is taken into account, the most amazing result is that the
constant So in KN scattering turns out, in accordance with
the experiment, to be smaller than in rrH scattering (conf.
(7") and (7У). This can be clearly explained by the diffe-
rence between the structure functions of w and К mesons.

Since in K-meson the strange quark carries a greater mo-

mentum fraction, the density of sea constituents there is

smaller than in n-meson. Therefore, the relative contri-

bution to the total cross section from the interaction be-

tween sea constituents of nucleon and valence quarks of

K-meson is larger than for n meson (in comparison with

that from the interaction of sea constituents with one ano-

ther).

This very fact makes the effective rise of KN interactions

shift towards lower energies as opposed to »rN-interactions

(the constant r
2
, being simultaneously diminished).

Using similar reasonings one can predict that the growth

of the cross section for particles containing strange and

heavy quarks will start at the energies lower than in the

case of the interactions of their partners containing light

quarks. In the nearest future these predictions could be

checked on hyperon beams of the Fermilab Tevatron. Note,

(7) gives an approximate equality of the ratios:

<
S
o>KN

:
 <

S
o W <

S

O
>NN * <*2>nr

s
 <

r
o W <

r
o>NN. <

8
>

Here the ratio (.
г
%>

л
я/(*%)•*„,

 a
P P

r o a c h e s t u e
 value obtained

for the ratios of total cross sections in the Levin-Frank-

furt additive quark model. This is not a surprise, since

the indices in the gluon structure functions (determining

their normalization) have been chosen from the "quark

counting" rules/
7
/.



cross
by the

5. DISCUSSIONS

Summarizing the above, a simple qualitative picture can
be drawn which would explain in a natural way the observed
energy dependence of the total cross sections of hadron
interactions. Since the energy threshold (3) is present in
the interaction of sea partons with their subsequent hadro-
nization, only valence quarks (their number being fixed)
may participate in these interactions when S-£ 10* GeV^.
At these energies, the exchange of "white" states (mesons)
is dominating yielding the Regge decrease of the
sections (2) with a typical decrease conditioned
secondary trajectories exchange.

When the energies are of order of S£»10 GeV , the in-
teractions of sea constituents, achieving in their system
a characteristic hadronic energy Mo J&l GeV, start contri-
buting effectively to the total cross section.

Since the number of these sea constituents increases
with the energy, the total cross sections first deviate
from the Regge behavior and then rise proportionally to
£n2s/so.

In a definite sence, the above mechanism resembles the
rise of the УУ interaction cross section on colliding

electron-positron beams. As electromagnetic fields of col-

liding electrons are associated with fluxes of colliding

"equivalent" photons (capable of transforming in their in-

teractions into e
+
e""-pairs or hadrons), likewise quark co-

lor fields are associated with fluxes of their sea consti-

tuents whose interactions and the subsequent hadronization

must make a contribution to the total cross section rising

with the energy. In this sense the rise of total cross sec-

tions is an inevitable consequence of the fact that hadrons

•re composed of objects with color charges and have there-

fore a composite structure.

In the framework of the mechanism considered one can

explain in a natural way not only the law for the asympto-

tic rise of cross sections, but also the difference in

energies at which it starts for various hadron collisions.

The magnitude of the constant r^ in the law of the asympto-

tic rise of cross sections also finds its natural explana-

tion.

In this paper we have made on purpose some simplifica-

tions so as to be able to clarify the general picture.In a

closer consideration one should take into account the sca-

ling violation effects, those of rescattering and parton
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V.

overlapping, and so forth. One should possibly take into
account the contribution from the resonance hadron produc-
tion from sea constituents (although it is suppressed by
the color factors). Comparing with experiment (especially
for я-N and KN scatterings), one must calculate the rising
part of the cross section in the preasymptotic energy range.

To conclude, the authors express their thanks to
L.D.Soloviev, P.V.Chliapnikov, Yu.D.Prokoshkin, A.K.Likho-
ded, E.M.Levin and V.A.Khoze for useful discussion of the
problems under consideration.
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Appendix I

In our calculations we utilize the simplest parametri-
zation of the structure functions without scaling viola-
tion, which takes into account the intercepts of the cor-
responding secondary trajectories (а

ц
 = a

d
 =0,5 for u

and d quarks, and a
g
 =0,18 for the strange quark) when

the indices are chosen in the valence quark distribution,
see ref.^

8
/.

For nucleon:

q
v
 =
 10|

x
-i

o
 .

 x )
3

g 3x-*(l - x )
5

(q • q)» - 2x*(l - x )
7

9



For pion:

For kaon:

v

u
v

„ -v 3-1
q = q = gX

g • 2х"
П
(1 -

(q • q )
S
 = |x"

3

Г(2,527) ^

Г(0,82)Г(1,707)

Г(2,587)

Г(0,5)Г(2,087) *

g = l,59x"
1
(l

1

x)
3

О -

-0,18

-0» 5

- x)

x)

x)
5

(1

3

(q + q)S = 0,48x"1(l - x ) 5

Appendix II

Let us consider the integral
l dx- n2 1 dx9 n 2

with f -»1:
П-+П2+2

} ( A 2 )

Thus, near r.~l l
n д
 « 1. In particular, I- _ -

« 3.1(Г
5
(1 - г )

1 2
; i « 2.10"

4
(l - r )

1 0
. A noticeable

5,3
rise of I n n (r) starts only in the range ~ » 1 :

1 2

Г - <* n i

 + a n 2 ) ] 2 + ^ ( C»1 + V + 0 ( Г f

(A3)
where

к
 = C
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• Ji ~2 - T - 1) (A5)

С-0,5772 is the Euler constant; ^(n) is the logarithmic

derivative of the Г-function. Formulae (A4); (A5) allow

to extend the asymptotics (A3) to the fractional n values.

The expression (A3) may be represented as

( A 6 )

with

+1)

( A 8
>
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